Annotated bibliography of materials donated to the Lodi Woman’s Club Public Library
by the Friends of Scenic Lodi Valley
Arendt, Randall G. Conservation Design for Subdivisions: A Practical Guide to Creating Open Space
Networks. Island Press. 1996. Adult Nonfiction 333.72 AREN
Arendt, Randall G. Growing Greener: Putting Conservation into Local Plans and Ordinances. Island Press.
1999. Adult Nonfiction 332.72 AREN
This is an illustrated workbook that presents a new look at designing subdivisions while preserving
green space and creating open space networks. The author offers a three-pronged strategy for shaping
growth around a community’s special natural and cultural features, demonstrating ways of establishing
or modifying the municipal comprehensive plan, zoning ordinance, and subdivision ordinance to include
a strong conservation focus. The book includes eleven case studies of actual conservation
developments in nine states and two exercises suitable for group participation.
Daniels, Tom. When City and Country Collide: Managing Growth in the Metropolitan Fringe. Island Press.
1996. Adult Nonfiction 307.12 DANI
As traditional rural industries give way to residential and commercial development, the land at the edge
of developed areas --- the rural-urban fringe – is becoming the middle landscape between city and
countryside that the suburbs once were. This book examines the fringe phenomenon and present a
workable approach to fostering more compact development. It provides viable alternative to traditional
land use and development practices and offers a solid framework and rational perspective for wider
adoption of growth management techniques. It is a valuable guide for planner and students of planning,
policymakers, elected officials, and citizens working to minimize sprawl.
Gerhold, Henry D. Street Tree Fact Sheets. Pennsylvania State University. 1993. Adult Nonfiction 635.977
STRE
These fact sheets provide data that will aid in the prudent selection of trees for various kinds of urban
planting sites. Information is also provided on evaluating sites, selecting and obtaining trees, planting
trees properly, and cultural requirements.
Grese, Robert E. Jens Jensen: Maker of Natural Parks and Gardens. Johns Hopkins University Press. 1992.
Adult Nonfiction 712.9073 GRES
Jens Jensen was one of the America’s greatest landscape designers and conservationists. Using
native plants and “fitting” designs, he advocated that our gardens, parks, roads, playground, and cities
should be harmonious with nature and its ecological processes – a belief that was to become a major
theme of modern American landscape design. In this book, Grese draws on Jensen’s writings and
plans, interviews with people who knew him, and analyses of his projects to present a clear picture of
Jensen’s efforts to enhance and preserve “native” landscapes.
Henderson, Carrol L, et al. Lakescaping for Wildlife and Water Quality. Minnesota department of Natural
Resources. 1999. Adult Nonfiction 639.92 HEND
This book shows how to plan and plant a diverse natural lakeshore landscape. Read about techniques
to restore wildlife habitat, wildflowers, and clean water as you preserve or restore the natural beauty
that attracted you to lakeshore living in the first place. The principle and techniques in this book are also
applicable for landscaping along rivers, streams, and wetlands.
Lewis, Philip H. Tomorrow by Design: A Regional Design Process for Sustainability. John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
1996. Adult Nonfiction 307.12 LEWI
The Regional Design Process provides a systematic and flexible way to guide land use, design,
development, and restoration. The Regional Design Process for sustainable design provides a critical
understanding of and access to regional values and visions. This book discusses what the Regional
Design Process is and how it can be applied, with examples drawn from communities throughout
Wisconsin.
My Favorite Tree. (booklet)

Street Trees of Lodi, Wisconsin (DNR Urban Forestry Grant, Tree Team of Friends of Scenic Lodi Valley).
1997. Adult Nonfiction 582.16 STRE
Wisconsin Urban and Community Forestry Reference. 1996. Reference 333.75 WISC
Video Recordings
Jens Jensen. A Natural History. William A. Tishler. 1998. 55 mins. Adult FHS 1221
Interviews with professors of landscape architecture, including William Tishler and Alden Aust, as well
as grandchildren and former employers of Jensen help tell the story of the life of Jens Jensen, a
landscape architect that had a strong influence on the field. Examples of his work are shown, including
The Clearing in Ellison Bay.
National Park Service. The Ice Age Trail: “Pathway to Our Glacial Legacy.” 17 mins. Adult VHS 1218
Video relates the glacial history of Wisconsin, the basis for creation of the Ice Age Trail. The history of
the Ice Age Park and Trail Foundation is related as well as discussion of the ongoing work on the trail.
A pictorial and video tour follows the trail from Door County to the endpoint in St Croix County.
Terrene Institute presents: “Communities Working for Wetlands.” 8 mins.Adult VHS 1222
Features interviews with people working on a number of different community projects that are focused
on protecting and restoring the wetlands, including agricultural projects, grassroots community efforts,
and partnerships with government groups.
Terrene Institute presents: “A Prelude to the Future” Associated Producers, Inc. 8 mins.Adult VHS 1220
Discusses mitigation banking as a tool to mitigate wetland loss and provides examples of partnerships
that have been successfully created to carry out such arrangements.
Tools for Community Land Use Planning: A Seminar for Municipal Officials & Planners. Innsbruck Productions.
Adults VHS 1257
A taped seminar presented by Brian Peterson, Red Wing Community Development Director and Chair
of Northern Bluffland Chapter of the Minnesota Land Trust. Focuses on the use of comprehensive
plans as the vehicle for rooting our city land protection efforts and describes a specific project
undertaken to preserve a few hundred acres of bluffland and adjacent property.
Tree Planting and Volunteers: It’s a Natural! The National Arbor Day Foundation. Adult VHS 1219
This video – one part inspiration and one part education – will help you show volunteers how their tree
planing can improve the environment, build community and enhance the neighborhood. The video will
also help you show volunteers how to properly prepare the planting hole, plant the tree and water and
mulch. The video covers planting information for balled and burlapped, containerized, and bare-root
trees.
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